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Focus in this issue

THE MALARIA FRONTLINE
Logenix International is proud to celebrate 20 years of unrivaled expertise, meaningful impact and operational excellence.

Providing specialized logistics services to and through the developing world has been our focus since our inception in October 2001. For 20 years, Logenix has been working with our global clients and partners to deliver critical cargo with industry-leading reliability and the lowest total landing cost possible. The dedication of all involved has made impossible shipments possible; impacting hundreds of millions of lives worldwide.

Thank you for joining us in celebrating 20 years of Logenix International!
THE MALARIA FRONTLINE

Logenix International has been contributing to reaching the zero malaria target since our founding by providing full door to door supply chain services on behalf of both government programs and private voluntary organizations. Applying our unique expertise and comprehensive cold chain solutions, we have completed complex shipments to countries such as Nigeria, the Democratic Republic of the Congo, Tanzania, Mozambique and many more. Navigating challenges from seasonal flooding to political unrest, Logenix continues to deliver critical equipment, medicine and medical goods throughout regions impacted by malaria. As the historic malaria vaccine rolls out, Logenix International remains prepared to assist existing and new clients with premier on-time and on-budget logistics services.

Impact Story: Uganda
Valued at $1.6 million USD, Logenix successfully delivered crucial malaria kits to a facility in Entebbe, Uganda as a part of just one project in September, 2021.

Impact Story: São Tomé
12,000 Malaria kits recently arrived in São Tomé. The temperature of this shipment was successfully maintained at the required cold chain level, between +15 and +25°C.

LOGENIX QUICK FACTS: MALARIA

RESEARCH
Deliver microscopes and fragile lab equipment to project sites researching malaria

Distribute
100+ MILLION bed nets throughout Africa

Transport
EQUIPMENT such as backpack aspirators to help control the spread of malaria

On behalf of USAID’s largest global health supply chain, we continue to manage malaria medicines valued in BILLIONS OF USD to more than 70 recipient countries.
Many are considering the current state of the global supply chain an unmanageable crisis with delays stretching to every corner of the world. Issues such as container shortages, limited and sometimes unavailable steamship lines and constant increases in ocean freight rates overseas have grown beyond just industry news. With one problem adding to the next, most companies are having a difficult time untangling the web of challenges needed to get cargo from origin to destination. However, Logenix International is not most companies.

Although we encounter similar challenges to our competitors and other logistics providers, we have developed solutions to address these complexities that are unique to the Logenix mission. Keeping shipments on-time and on-budget with full compliance to all regional, domestic and/or international shipping regulations is crucial to developing world logistics. We know it is critical to keep cargo moving, avoid major delays, maintain all necessary paperwork and communicate with our clients and partners each step of the way.

How does Logenix accomplish this?

Our specialty in developing world logistics has created a team accustomed to thinking outside the box and adapting to every complexity thrown our way. We have established an expert global network of reliable partners across the supply chain and work hand in hand with many of our clients over years of projects. Our world-class partnerships with multiple carriers and heavy amount of containers shipped provides access to industry leading rates. Collaborating with our clients to develop forecasting tools is essential to booking future shipments as well as securing the space and equipment needed to keep projects on-time.

Using these strategies, one Logenix project team has successfully shipped 280+ containers out of our 1800 container Global COVID PPE project. Originating in China, these 280+ containers of PPE are valued at over 34 million USD and have been delivered to Ethiopia, Zimbabwe, Zambia, Malawi, Tanzania, Mozambique, Uganda, Senegal, Cambodia, Mongolia, Uzbekistan, Lebanon and other developing countries. In addition to these shipments, our teams continue their momentum with hundreds more PPE containers booked and projected to ship in the coming months.
Guinea

Logenix is the unrivaled industry leader in navigating tense political climates and overcoming challenges resulting from futile in-country conflicts throughout the developing world. Despite recent unrest, Logenix seamlessly delivered shipments of instrumental medical goods to Guinea throughout September of 2021.

Among these deliveries, were cold chain shipments of HIV and TB test kits valued at over $300,000 USD. Different temperature service levels were required for these shipments adding to the complexity of an already intricate delivery. Logenix’s team of cold chain experts created shipping plans to accommodate all four required cold chain levels (ambient, +2–+8°C, +15–+25°C and below 0°C) under our Logenix PharmaPlus™ solutions. With our unmatched country by country knowledge and compliance expertise, our team successfully delivered this shipment despite challenges encountered on the way.

NO EASY TASK
Logenix International

Unusually high volumes to São Tomé also saw a recent shipment consisting of essential HIV kits. Requiring cold chain packing and transportation, it was imperative to keep the cargo at the necessary temperature throughout the entire process. Managing cold chain shipments to the most challenging global regions is no easy task. We used specialized Logenix PharmaPlus™ procedures that were designed to overcome the challenges of moving cargo to and through the developing world. This included the utilization of thermal blankets and unique repacking methods, to maintain the integrity of this shipment. Upon the shipment’s arrival, our partners adapted to the size and limited capabilities of the local airport, ensuring the HIV kits were successfully delivered.

DELIVERING CRITICAL MEDICAL SUPPLIES TO GUINEA
Logenix International

Click here for more information about the political unrest and current events in Guinea.
Click here for a comprehensive overview of 2020 events in Guinea.
The dedication of the Logenix staff cannot be measured. Behind every successful shipment is a team making it happen. When Logenix was founded in 2001, President and Founder Ron Cruse hired only the absolute best and brightest of his former staff members. While Logenix has grown exponentially, our team still consists of that same hiring mantra—only the absolute best and brightest.

Thank you to our India Office, Dubai Office, Afghanistan & Pakistan Office, Nigeria Office and UK Office!

DC Local Leaders Podcast with Ron Cruse

In this podcast, Logenix President Ron Cruse sheds light on the individual building blocks of what is now the preeminent logistics provider for the developing world. Click here to listen

SPECIAL THANK YOU TO OUR GLOBAL OFFICES

Logenix International
Air Cargo, up 9.1% in September, Capacity Remains Constrained | Global

"...severe capacity constraints continue to limit the ability of air cargo to absorb extra demand. If not addressed, bottlenecks in the supply chain will slow the economic recovery from COVID-19..." [READ MORE]

Challenges at Chinese Ports are Increasingly Impacting Global Shipping | Asia

"... rollover rates are still rising, reaching 36 percent in September at Ningbo. For the ports of Hong Kong and Shanghai, rollover rates although showing a slight reduction remain high at 41 and 37 percent..." [READ MORE]

Africa Shipper’s Council Decries High Freight Charges | Africa

"...need to scrutinise every detail involved in determining the cost of services rendered at our ports, make scientific comparisons with other ports of the world and arrive at acceptable rates for mutually beneficial transactions." [READ MORE]

Penalty clock for a $100-per-day fine at backlogged Southern California ports | U.S.

"58,900 containers are racking up $100-per-day fines at ports in Southern California...Shipping companies will be charged on November 15 for containers that linger in ports for over 9 days." [READ MORE]
**Newsflash: Industry News**

**Historic Go-Ahead for Malaria Vaccine to Protect African Children | Africa**

"...after the success of pilot immunisation programmes in Ghana, Kenya and Malawi, the World Health Organization says the vaccine should be rolled out across...regions with moderate to high malaria transmission." [READ MORE](#)

---

**Tracking Coronavirus Vaccinations Around the World | Global**

"About 75 percent of shots that have gone into arms worldwide have been administered in high- and upper-middle-income countries. Only 0.7 percent of doses have been administered in low-income countries." [READ MORE](#)

---

**E.U. Pledges $1.15 Billion in Afghan Aid as U.S. Talks to Taliban | Global**

“We must do all we can to avert a major humanitarian and socio-economic collapse in Afghanistan,” Ursula von der Leyen, the president of the European Commission, said in a statement. “We need to do it fast.” [READ MORE](#)

---

**Ethiopia: International Action Needed to Prevent Atrocities | Africa**

“On November 4, 2021, the Ethiopian government passed a sweeping nationwide state of emergency granting the authorities unchecked power as fighting in northern Ethiopia spreads amid rising political and ethnic tensions.” [READ MORE](#)
For 20 years, Logenix has been working with our global clients and partners to deliver critical shipments throughout the developing world. The dedication of all involved has made impossible shipments possible; impacting hundreds of millions of people worldwide. We thank all of our clients and partners for past, present and future collaborations.

To stay connected with Logenix Intentional and for more information, follow us on LinkedIn, explore our website and contact us at info@logenix.com.